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JOHN L. CLARK 
 
     Though family tradition and some records researched to date indicate that 
this John L. Clark was born in North Carolina about half of the history of his and 
Lydia's family is buried somewhere in the history of Middle Tennessee.  Without 
much opportunity to do Tennessee research I have concentrated upon tracing 
and finding their descendants rather than their ancestry.  However, some work 
has been done and some information has been provided from various sources 
that give us, at least, the ability to surmise and develop theories about their 
history before they moved to Missouri. 
 
     Family tradition, as far back as we can go, indicates that John L. Clark 
and Lydia M. Ward were married in Wilson County, Tennessee sometime in the 
early 1830's.  At one time I was provided the opportunity to read parts of a book 
published in Asheboro, North Carolina called the "Lambert/Lambeth Family of 
North Carolina" and that tradition is also included in that book.  In the 1840 
Federal Census of Tennessee there are thirty-nine (39) John Clarks, two of them 
in Wilson County and a John L. Clark in Williamson County.  The family size and 
members of the John L. Clark record in this census does not match what our 
John L. Clark's would have been at that time.  During a trip to the Nashville area 
in 1986, I spent several hours looking through published lists of Wilson County, 
Tennessee marriage records but could not verify or document our tradition. 
 
     There has been no opportunity to do other research of Tennessee records 
(a "retirement" project perhaps) but some other folks have and at least one 
serious theory has been developed as a result.  This theory was presented to me 
by a gentleman (another Clark descendant) who has done a tremendous amount 
of research of the Clark name in Smith, Sumner and Wilson Counties of 
Tennessee (they were once all one county).  This theory is based upon an 
analysis of the 1820 and 1830 Federal Census records of Smith County, 
Tennessee; comparing the various listings of family members, their ages at the 
time these records were made, etc. with other known information.  For some this 
would constitute "proof" enough to say that this is our family; but having seen 
such "proofs" vanish under other documentation in the past I still consider this to 
be theory, however, one that fits within the demands of logical reasoning. 
 
     This theory places John Lawson Clark as the third son of John Leonard 
Clark and his wife Mary and the narrative of this researcher follows: 
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JOHN L. CLARK Cont. 

 
     "Your John lived with his family in Smith County from about 1818 until 
about 1832-33 when his father probably died.  Lydia Ward, I believe, was born in 
Smith County and they buggy-ed over to Wilson, where they were married.  He 
lived there until the early spring of 1843 when he took his wife and five children 
and moved to Osage County, Missouri.  John has a known sister Anne and two 
known brothers by names of Thomas Anderson Clark and Alfred P. Clark.  By 
family tradition, there are 11 sons and two daughters in this family, parents 
unknown." 
 
     "They were thought to arrive in Smith County, TN from Virginia in about 
1818 to 1821, and were thought to have come from Halifax Co., VA.  My theory 
is that they, at least, passed through or lived there for a while...moved across the 
NC line into possibly Chatham Co, NC (seems like 9/10 of Sumner and Smith 
came from Chatham Co.), lived there until 1818, when they moved to Smith 
County.  In reviewing the research sheets I sent...I invented them to breakdown 
pre-1850 families...I know under reasoning, that, in 1820 Clark members from 
Augusta/Botetourt Counties, VA saturated Sumner-Smith-Jackson, some 
members there as early as 1793.  Benjamin, Robert and James being family 
names...and Leonard (John Leonard, WLS) appeared to come from elsewhere.  
Going now to the 1830 Smith, (Federal Census) you will see hardly without doubt 
that John Clark is the same household as Leonard (in 1820 Federal Census) 
had, only extended.  None of the other families fit except Benjamin, Jr. and he is 
present.  Since Leonard is the first born son of your John, it would seem that 
family tradition would prevail and first born son is named after the paternal 
grandfather.  This family has the males to support this theory too.  There is 
females listed, but you will find this error in nearly all families by the census-
takers." 
 
     "John's (our John L.) older brother, Thomas Anderson Clark, suggests 
that, as 2nd son he is named after his GF Thomas Anderson.  "Mary", a name 
prominent in all the children's families, suggests that the mother's name would 
be also a Mary.  John (John Leonard) didn't show up in 1840 and probably died 
just before his older sons married.  In 1840, an unidentified "Mary Clark, aged 
50-60 (1780-1790)" is listed.  I believe she is THE MARY ANDERSON CLARK 
(our John L's mother).  She didn't make the 1850 census, so is presumed dead.  
The mother could have went to stay with a younger son to take care of her, but 
Sue Sheddan (another Clark researcher, descendant of Thomas Anderson 
Clark) said that both parents died prior to 1850, graves unmarked." 
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JOHN L. CLARK Cont. 

 
    The census information with the results of the analysis follow: 
 
         1820 CENSUS                           ANALYSIS 
 
    NAME               SEX  AGE          NAME     BIRTH DATE     PLACE 
 
  400010-10010-00 
 
Leonard Clark          M  26-45    John Leonard 1790       VA 
                         F  26-45      Mary               1789       VA 
                         M   0-10     Edward             1820       VA 
                         M   0-10     Thomas Anderson   1812       VA 
                         M   0-10     John Lawson        1814       NC 
                         F?  0-10     Male               1816       NC 
                         M   0-10     Alfred P.          1819       TN 
 
 
         1830 CENSUS                           ANALYSIS 
 
    NAME               SEX  AGE          NAME     BIRTH DATE     PLACE 
 
p.075, L 123 
 
John Clarke  M  30-40     John Leonard       1790       VA 
                         F  40-50     Mary               1789       VA 
                                  Edward             1810       VA 
     These boys were probably      Thomas Anderson   1812       VA 
     "bound out" therefore,          John Lawson        1814       NC 
     not in the household            Male               1816       NC 
                         M  10-15     Alfred Pope        1819       TN 
                         F   5-10     Anne               1821       TN 
                         M   5-10     Male               1822       TN 
                         F?  5-10     Male               1824       TN 
                         M   5-10     Boyd               1825       TN 
                         M   0-5      Male               1827       TN 
                         F   0-5      Mary?              1828       TN 
                         M   0-5      Male               1829       TN 
Father/                     F?  0-5      William S.         1830       TN 
Father-in-law   M  70-80     ?                   1758 
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JOHN L. CLARK Cont. 

 
     Again I want to stress with those who would use this writing as "proof" of 
our Clark family ancestry I'm not ready to make this claim and will continue to 
consider it a theory, howbeit a very good one based in a lot of logical reasoning.  
It would also explain the source of the name of John and Lydia's seventh child 
and fifth son, Alfred Pope Clark, a name that does not appear in any other 
related family line. 
 
     Regardless of the origins of John Lawson Clark and his wife Lydia we can 
verify through Osage County, Missouri records and the 1850 (and later) Federal 
Census records of Osage County, that they moved into this area sometime 
between the birth of George Thomas on December 7, 1842 in Tennessee and 
the birth of Rebecca Jane in Osage County, Missouri in 1844.  They apparently 
settled in the eastern part of Crawford Township as "John Lawson Clark was a 
trustee of the Bailey's Creek Christian Church when they purchased land (1.05 
acres) for the building site July 16, 1852.”  On August 14, 1867, this little church 
disbanded, and John L. Clark was trustee of the New Providence Christian 
Church when they purchased 1/2 acre for a building site.  The New Providence 
church was followed by the Oklahoma Church of Christ, in 1889." (The Family of 
John Lawson Clark, Hallie Mantle). 
 
     John and Lydia Clark lived out the balance of their lives farming the hills 
and valleys of Crawford Township, Osage County, Missouri with at least seven 
more children following the five in the family that moved from Tennessee.  The 
writing that follows will try to provide some historical narrative of the lives of those 
children, their descendants and the genealogical data that I have gathered or 
been provided for each of these families. 
 


